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Long-span civil engineering structures, such as cantilever stands, pedestrian bridges and floors, 10 may experience vibrations when subjected to human-induced dynamic loads due to walking, 11 jumping, etc. When the load's dominant frequency is equal or close to the natural frequency of model are utilized by researchers to model human beings as a mechanical system. Although the 11 bipedal model is able to mirror or duplicate the leg-switching behavior in human walking, and 12 thus can better reflect the strong interaction between the structure and pedestrian [15] , it is more 13 complicated and cannot be easily implemented for practical use, while an SMD model can be 14 used for both static and walking people, which gives it the advantage of simplicity. 15 From the HSI point of view, it is essential to know the model parameters, i.e., natural 16 frequency (or stiffness) and damping ratio, when using the SMD model. Many researchers 17 focused on human SMD parameters for sitting [16] [17] [18] and standing [19] [20] [21] , giving results 18 ranging from 5 Hz to 10.43 Hz and 0.2-0.5, for natural frequency and damping ratio, respectively. 4 For SMD parameters of walking pedestrian, Shahabpoor [22] adopted the SMD model for 1 walking people from tests of the frequency response function (FRF) on a structure with and 2 without occupants. The natural frequency was given to be 2.75-3 Hz and damping ratio is 0.275-3 0.3. Nimmen [23] performed tests on a footbridge with people standing on the bridge but in a 4 posture pretending to be walking. The natural frequency of 3.34 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.26 5 were found. Zhang [24] included the biomechanical forces within the legs to provide input force 6 for the human-structure coupling system, and laboratory experiments were undertaken using 7 force plates and a 3D motion capture system. Natural frequency and biomechanical load factors 8 (BLFs) were found to be related with the walking frequency based on the assumption of a 9 constant damping ratio of 0.3. Note that most SMD model parameters mentioned above are for 10 people in a static status [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . For limited research on effect of walking people on buildings 11 [22] [23] [24] , some parameters or conditions, i.e., constant damping ratio or walking-like gesture, need 12 to be assumed, which may not be realistic. Moreover, the biomechanical forces are often ignored 13 when identifying the SMD parameters. Therefore, this paper introduces a new method to obtain 14 SMD parameters, together with coefficients for biomechanical forces. where the Gaussian assumption in the traditional Kalman filter is relaxed so that more accurate 2 results can be obtained [30] [31] . In this paper, the particle filter method is adopted to identify 3 human model parameters and the unknown biomechanical force input from the ground reaction 4 force obtained experimentally. pedestrians is written as ill-conditioned, which is, unfortunately, always the case. Therefore, a method known as the 6 particle filter is adopted in this paper to identify human parameters and BLFs. This method is 7 briefly reviewed herein.
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In the particle filter method, the state of the system is estimated by introducing measured data 9 step by step to the dynamic equation [29] [30] [31] . A state-space form of the system dynamic equation 10 is needed for estimating the state, as expressed in
where xk is the state vector representing the state of the system at each time step k. fk represents 13 the state transition function of the system, and w(k) is the system error with a known distribution.
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The observation vector yk is formed by measurements made at each time step and is related to the 15 state vector through the following observation equation
where v(k) is the observation error with known distribution and independent with the system error 18 w(k). hk is the transition function from system state vector to observation vector. The expression 9 of xk, yk, fk and hk for the human SMD parameter identification problem discussed in this paper 1 are defined in next section.
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The main process of particle filter method is to construct the posterior probability density 3 function (PDF) of the state vector through Bayesian state estimation. Two steps known as predict 4 and update are shown in Eq. 12 and Eq. 13, respectively.
Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 show the procedure to obtain the posterior PDF of time step k. The posterior filter. However, when the parameter identification problem is considered, the transition function fk 17 is always nonlinear against unknown parameters. Therefore, the assumption of the Kalman filter
18 cannot be applied here. Alternatives to the Kalman filter include the extended Kalman filter (EKF), 10 the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) and the particle filter (PF), each of which has its own 1 assumptions. In this study, the particle filter method is adopted, since it needs the least assumptions, 2 although it is computationally expensive. each particle is passed through the system equation to form a prior PDF. The likelihood of each 8 particle is normalized through Eq. 14, in a process called resampling, where qi is the normalized 9 likelihood for the i th particle, and N is the number of particles. A new series of particles is generated 10 based on the normalized likelihood and the iteration process continues to the next step until the 11 system state converges to its real value. 
The equation of motion shown in Eq. 1 should be written in state-space form, as follows. 
The particle filter method is applied to the identification problem based on Eqs. 15-23, following 8 the procedure explained in Section 3.2. 
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This input is then expressed using Eq. 3, where n is chosen to be 10. It should be noted here that 13 although a Fourier model with n = 4 is usually considered to be enough for modelling human single 1 footfall steps [32] , n is set to be 10 to increase modelling accuracy for the purpose of identification.
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The state vector is generated following Eq. 15. The displacement, velocity and acceleration 3 response of the simulated single-degree-of-freedom system is calculated to form the observation 4 vector at each time step. The method proposed in Section 3 was applied to identify SMD model Participants were asked to walk along a 40m×1.5m rigid track prompted by a metronome. In a 3 total of 11 cases, pacing frequencies adopted were eight fixed frequencies, i.e., 1. One typical GRF record of 1.75 Hz pacing frequency is shown in Fig. 6 . The force recorded by left and right sensors are added together to form the total GRF and then used to calculate COM 1 response. The time history of GRF has the feature of near-periodic while differences in each step 2 can be observed, which resembles those measured by other researchers [32] . Having damping and stiffness identified with known body mass and COM response including 11 COM displacement, velocity and acceleration, the biomechanical force time history can be directly 12 calculated from Eq. 1. The result is shown in Fig. 9 where it is observed that the biomechanical The results of BLFs for walking pedestrians, to the best of the authors' knowledge, are rarely List of Table Captions   Table 1 . Ages, weight and height information for participants 
